How to Request ASTM F1292 Playground Surfacing Documentation

Philadelphia Parks and Recreation retains ASTM F1292 playground surfacing documentation for five years after installation.

Childcare providers who are required to obtain ASTM F1292 playground surfacing documentation to fulfill Pennsylvania licensing requirements can submit an inquiry and request (via mail or email) to:

Chris Creelman  
Director of Special Projects  
Department of Parks and Recreation  
One Parkway, 10th Floor  
1515 Arch Street  
Philadelphia, PA 19102  
chris.creelman@phila.gov

Please include:

- Name and location of playground
- Name and address of childcare provider

Philadelphia Parks and Recreation will reply within 30 days with:

- An answer as to whether ASTM F1292 documentation is available for that location
- A copy of the manufacturer’s brochure, if available

Childcare providers should allow at least 30 days for their inquiry and request.

Related resources

Find playground locations using the Parks & Rec finder.

Work with us to maintain and improve our parks and playgrounds for the good of all: Learn more about clean-ups and Friends groups and Rebuild.